class

Warrior
speed

name Warnerve
background

defense

level
12
armor

experience points

28000

penalty

health

+/-

Soldier

accuracy

1
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Bows
communication

0
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Gambling, Leadership

ar
19/15 10

10

social class Orc, Lower Class

-5

armor type

Heavy Plate Armor
Heavy Shield +3 +1 Talent Bonus defense

99

powers, talents, and specializations
Racial Features
Dark Sight, Able to see 20 yards in darkness w/o light.
Languages - Orcish and Common Tongue
Expert Strike - You can add more to hit or damage on each of your attacks. You can do +3 to hit but you will take a -3 to damage. You can reverse this also.
Veteran - You can now add your focus to your damage on all attacks as long as you use a weapon from that focus weapon group

constitution

✔

Running
dexterity

✔

Initiative, Riding
fighting

✔

Heavy Blades, Spears, Axes
interlligence

5

Rating

5

Rating

Specialization
Guardian, Guardian Mode, Activate Action, change ally w/ free action, leave mode freely.
Novice - Guardian Mode, adjacent ally gets +2 to AR and each time they are hit you take 2 pen damage.
Journeyman - Once you plant yourself in Guardian mode, you cannot be knocked prone or skirmished.
Master - When in Guardian mode, when someone hits your ally, you can move 2 yards and get a free attack on that target which can generate stunt points. This does not count
as your turn.
Berserker
Novice - Rage, Activate Action, You can drive yourself into a rage. While raging you get +2 bonus Willpower (Courage & Morale) checks. You also get a +1 melee damage
bonus and a -1 to your defense and a -1 to any perception checks while raging.
Stunt Bonuses
You can perform Dual Strike for 3 SP instead of 4 SP
You can perform the Threaten Stunt for 1SP now instead of 2
Talents
Armor Training
Novice - Only take armor penalty to your speed, Leather & Mail
Journeyman - Only take armor penalty to your speed in plate armor
Master - You gain half (rounded down) of your AR when taking penetrating damage
Two-Hander Style
Novice - When you hit with successful 2h attack, move target 2 yards in any direction
Journeyman - Stunt Bonus, using a 2 hander you can take Mighty Blow for 1 SP instead of 2 SP
Weapon And Shield Style
Novice - Get the full defense bonus when using any shield.
Journeyman - Stunt Bonus, Perform Defensive Stance for 1 SP instead of 2 SP
Master - Your shield bonus using any shield increases by 1.

move

0

Rating

Military Lore
perception

Tracking. Searching, Seeing

2

Rating

✔

Might, Intimidation
willpower

charge

run

attack roll

damage

in yards

melee weapon

Two Handed Sword

Long Sword

strength

3d6+5+2
3d6+5+2

3d6+5+2
2d6+5+2

5
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attack roll

Axes, Brawling,
Heavy groups
Blades, Spears,
Bludgeon, Bow
weapon
& notes
damage

short range

long range

reload time

Throwing Spear

3d6+5+2

1d6+3+5+2 8 yards

16 yards

Minor Action

Long Bow

3d6+1+2

1d6+3+2+2 26 yards

52 yards

Minor Action

spells

mp

spellpower

equipment and money
Copper Silver - 35..........
Gold Backpack
Travelers Garb
Waterskin
20 Arrows in Quiver
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